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Background on LEI impact evaluation work

● Challenges in evaluating value chain development

● The promise of the realist lens for searching regularities and
‘good practices’

● The mixing of methods to reduce validity threats to conclusions



Example:

● Bolivian small-grants fund for collective marketing initiatives
● Check impact
● Check assumptions



Conclusions

Background
 Researchers in LEI have all their specific expertise and
methodological wish-list to do ‘Evaluation’:
● Models/scenarios
● Econometrics
● Focus group facilitation
● Thick descriptions of cases
● Case-based methods
● etc.

 Steps taken in the Impact Evaluation Theme-group (2008-2012)
● We improve our research designs in a peer-to-peer process of
quality checks, geared towards ‘better’ mixed-method design

Methodology papers



G. Ton; S.R. Vellema; M. de Ruyter de Wildt. (2011)
Development impacts of value chain interventions: how to
collect practical evidence and draw valid conclusions in impact
evaluation”, Journal on Chain and Network Science 11(1).
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Agricultural value chain development
 Challenges to comparative research and impact evaluation:
● Complex, ‘container-type’ interventions (no unique
treatment)

● The ones that intervene are learning and adapting the
intervention during the project period

● Multiple context specific outcome indicators
● Multi-stakeholder settings:
 Important outcomes / impact often materializes
only after the intervention period

 (at most) claims of contribution and no direct
attribution

Income impacts
of micro-irrigation
technology

Impacts of
certification
schemes

Systematic
review on
effectiveness of
innovation grants
to smallholder
producers

Impacts of
innovation grants
on collective
marketing groups

Appraoches that helped us

Generalizing in complexity and diversity:
realist evaluation

 “Context-Mechanisms-Outcome Configurations”

 Interventions can trigger mechanisms
 Mechanisms are the ‘incentives’ that

influence/structure the behaviour of the
stakeholders involved in the value chain



Refinement of interventions:

If the RIGHT processes operate in the RIGHT
conditions then the programme will prevail
(Pawson and Manzano-Santanella, 2012)



How do we sell it:

● Exploring cases to get a more refined typology of value
chain conditions, each associated with a set of ‘good
practices’

● Rephrase evaluation question: “Does it work?..... for
whom, under what conditions?”

Causality: (modest) contribution versus
(direct) attribution

 Each individual factor in a configuration is a so-called
inus condition:

● in itself Insufficient to explain the outcomes of a
support intervention,

● but a Non-redundant part of a wider constellation
of factors;

● A constellation that is Unnecessary but Sufficient to
produce the outcome

(Mackie, 1965).

Contribution analysis
Figure 1. Logical framework to capture an intervention logic (Logic Chart)

Source: Mayne (2001), p. 9
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Adding methods to the core methodology
to reduce validity threats
• Statistical conclusion validity: how are inferences made from data-set
observations? Are the statistical methods used well?
• Internal validity: how is causality attributed in the evaluation? This refers
to the logic behind the observed correlations and explains why and how
interventions contribute to the observed change.
• Construct validity: how are generalizations made from the categories
used in the observations to broader units of representation? This stresses
the importance of precise definitions and concepts.
• External validity: how are the findings generalizable to other persons,
times and contexts? This requires being precise about conditions and
requirements that define the generalization domain.
Shadish, Cook & Campbell (2002) “Experimental and Quasi-Experimental
Designs for Generalized Causal Inference. Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Co.
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Figure 1. Distribution of FONDOECAS small-grants among different sectors (period
2007-2010, in US$)
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METHODOLOGY DESIGN

 Intervention
Grant support to farmer organisations’ business
plans: value-addition through agro-processing

 Core method:
Difference-in-difference with time-series observations on a
random sample of enterprises
To explore patterns (“for whom does the grant work and
under what conditions, and why”)
Assessing ‘organisational capacities’ next to economic
benefits
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RANDOM SAMPLE SELECTION
 Difference in difference
● Treatment group: Random selection from list of
beneficiaries

● Comparison group: Random selection from CIOECmembership

● Substitution of non-response in treatment group
following the random list

 Validity threat to resulting sample:
● Potosí has reduced number of respondents for logistic
difficulties to the researcher

● Non-response is high (35%) and is likely to be
correlated with the outcome indicators ‘organisational
strength’

Planned sample

Realized sample

Non-response

Treatment

Comparison

Treatment

Comparison

Treatment

Comparison

Beni

0

0

0

0

1

Chuquisaca

3

4

3

1

Cochabamba

1

1

1

2

La Paz

8

3

7

1

Oruro

5

5

6

2

Potosí

8

2

3

1

Santa Cruz

4

4

4

2

2

Tarija

3

2

3

2

2

TOTAL

32

21

27

11

2

1

1

3
5

7

1

11

Question 1

SUMMARY SHEET OF THICK
DESCRIPTIONS OF STATUS
AND DYNAMICS IN THE LAST
3 YEARS

Pregunta 1

TENSIONES
INHERENTES A LA
COMERCIALIZACIÓ
N COLECTIVA

“Regular la
cantidad a acopiar
de los miembros”
“Sistemas de
garantía de
calidad”
“Reducir la
necesidad de
capital de trabajo”
“Prevenir
deslealtad en las
ventas”
“Maneras de
distribuir los
excedentes”
“Diferenciar los
beneficios y
servicios a
miembros y no
miembros”
“Decidir sobre

Esta
tensión se
presenta
en las
actividades
que
realizamos
como
organizació
n

Se
present
a muy
poco

no se
present
a nunca

INHERENT TENSIONS IN COLLECTIVE
MARKETING THAT NEED ORGANISATIONAL
MECHANISMS TO RESOLVE THEM

This tension
is present in
the activities
we realize

1- “Regulating member supply”
Members sometimes protest that the
organisation does not buy all their produce?
2- “Quality assurance systems”
Pregunta 2
Are there members that try to deliver lower
quality products than is required?
3- “Reduce the need for working
capital”
estamos
Members demand cash payment instead of
hemos
logrado
buscand has sold the
waiting until the organisations
no
product?
resolverlo
con
o la
necesitamo
4- “Prevention
of disloyal
acuerdos/arregl
forma
de behaviour”
resolverlo
Are there members that sell part ofstheir
os organizativos
resolverl
produce to other buyers though they
o organisation?
promised to sell to the
5- “Ways to distribute profits”
Do members accept that the organisations
does not distribute all its profits?
6- “Differ benefits and services to
members and non-members”
Is there preferential treatment (e.g. price)
when buying from members compared with
non-members?
7- “Decide on investments and
activities that do not benefit all”
Did the organisation projects or investments
that are only to the benefit of a sub-group of
members of the group?
8- “Delegating and supervising
marketing tasks”
Do members accept that others in the
organisation take decisions on prices of
products sold without prior consult to the
assembly?
9- “Legal responsibility in contracts
and loans”
Do members take responsibility for eventual
fines and sanctions related with sale
contracts or loans that the board negotiates?
10- “Manage political aspirations of
board and staff”
Do members accept that board members or
team staff take party political
responsibilities?

Hardly
present

Question 2

Never
present

We have managed to
resolve it with
organisational
agreements / internal
regulations

We are
looking for
ways to
resolve it

We don’t
need to
resolve it

Baseline analysis

BENEFITS

LOGISTIC FUNCTION

SUSTAINABILITY

 Most capacity in core
functions

 Relatively low in
sustainability

Forthcoming.....

 The research and data-collection is on-going:
● Base-line radiography is finished (2011)
● Household survey in progress (2012)
● Second measurement (2013/2015)

 Analysis – compare/contrast two ways to detect
plausible moderating conditions

● Case-based configurations: QCA - seek patterns in

the constellation of conditions that seem to explain
the success of the innovation grant

● Variable-based regressions: Moderation analysis –
assess the strength/importance of factors that
determine why organisations are successful or
unsuccessful
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Conclusions
 Validity
● Focus and refine the evaluation questions

● Check for validity threats to the likely conclusions and
mix your methods accordingly

● Don’t phrase your conclusions too bold

 Generalisation
● Try to generate useful knowledge to refine intervention
theories that people can believe in

● What might work for whom under what conditions?

 Learning
● Choose an output format for the documented
observations that facilitates learning by practitioners

Thank you!

The research in Bolivia is
financially supported by:

